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Protrusion of the leading edge of migrating ep-
ithelial cells requires precise regulation of two
actin filament (F-actin) networks, the lamellipo-
dium and the lamella. Cofilin is a downstream
target of Rho GTPase signaling that promotes
F-actin cycling through its F-actin-nucleating,
-severing, and -depolymerizing activity. How-
ever, its function in modulating lamellipodium
and lamella dynamics, and the implications of
these dynamics for protrusion efficiency, has
been unclear. Using quantitative fluorescent
speckle microscopy, immunofluorescence, and
electron microscopy, we establish that the Rac1/
Pak1/LIMK1 signaling pathway controls cofilin
activity within the lamellipodium. Enhancement
of cofilin activity accelerates F-actin turnover
and retrograde flow, resulting in widening of
the lamellipodium. This is accompanied by in-
creased spatial overlap of the lamellipodium
and lamella networks and reduced cell-edge
protrusion efficiency. We propose that cofilin
functions as a regulator of cell protrusion by
modulating the spatial interaction of the lamelli-
podium and lamella in response to upstream
signals.
INTRODUCTION
Detailed analysis of F-actin dynamics in migrating epithe-
lial cells by quantitative fluorescent speckle microscopy
(qFSM) previously revealed two actin modules with dis-
tinct dynamic and molecular properties mediating cell
protrusion (Ponti et al., 2004): the lamellipodium (Lp) and
the lamella (Lm). The Lp is an actin network within 1–3 mm646 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Eof the leading edge characterized by fast retrograde flow
and adjacent zones of actin polymerization and depoly-
merization. The Lm extends from near the leading edge
to 15 mm toward the cell interior, with slower retrograde
flow, and randomly distributed spots of cyclic actin as-
sembly and disassembly (Ponti et al., 2005). Molecular
components specifically associate with either the Lp or
the Lm: the Arp2/3 complex and cofilin, which promote
F-actin treadmilling, are concentrated in the Lp (Svitkina
and Borisy, 1999; Welch et al., 1997), while proteins regu-
lating the contractile machinery, myosin II and tropomyo-
sin, localize in the Lm and are excluded from the Lp (Gup-
ton et al., 2005; Ponti et al., 2004). Despite the differences
between the two F-actin modules, the Lp network may
overlap in space with a portion of the Lm (Ponti et al.,
2004). The mechanisms by which the distinct properties
of Lp and Lm are established andmaintained, how their in-
teraction affects cell protrusion, and which signals are in-
volved in coregulating the dynamics of the two modules
are largely unknown. Resolving these questions is essen-
tial to understanding the processes of F-actin-mediated
cell protrusion and motility.
Due to its concentrated localization at the base of the Lp
and its F-actin-severing and -depolymerizing activity (Bam-
burg, 1999), cofilin represents an excellent candidate effec-
tor for regulating the interaction between the Lp and Lm
networks. Its ability to bind and depolymerize F-actin is in-
hibited by phosphorylation at serine 3 by the LIM- and TES-
family kinases (Toshima et al., 2001; Yang et al., 1998). LIM
kinases (LIMK) are activated by phosphorylation of Thr508/
505 (LIMK1/2) through several Rho GTPase-mediated
pathways; in particular, Rac/Cdc42 acts through the p21-
activated kinase Pak1 (Edwards et al., 1999), and RhoA
acts throughROCK (Rho-associated coiled-coil-containing
kinase) (Maekawa et al., 1999). Conversely, slingshot (SSH)
and chronophin (CIN) have been shown to act as activating
phosphatases for cofilin (Huang et al., 2006).
The consequences of cofilin phosphocycling between
active (nonphosphorylated) and inactive (phosphorylated)lsevier Inc.
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cell morphology can be complex. On the one hand, Rho-
family GTPases promote F-actin polymerization by acti-
vating the Arp2/3 complex (Eden et al., 2002) and/ormem-
bers of the formin family (Wallar and Alberts, 2003) and by
inhibiting F-actin depolymerization by cofilin. On the other
hand, active cofilin stimulates F-actin severing, thereby
initiating the formation of new filament barbed ends that
serve as sites for additional F-actin polymerization (Iche-
tovkin et al., 2002). Active cofilin has also been found to
nucleate filaments de novo (Andrianantoandro and Pol-
lard, 2006), and the depolymerizing function of cofilin is
thought to replenish the pool of actin monomers required
for further F-actin polymerization (Kiuchi et al., 2007; Pol-
lard and Borisy, 2003). How both cofilin activation and in-
hibition translate into spatially controlled F-actin dynamics
in cells remains unclear.
The relationships between cofilin-modulated F-actin
activity and the resulting cell morphological responses
are similarly complex. Localized activation of cofilin has
been shown to promote local edge advancement (Ghosh
et al., 2004), and pathways have been identified that link
cofilin activation to growth factor stimulation in chemotac-
tic protrusion (Chan et al., 2000; Zebda et al., 2000). This
behavior has been explained by cofilin’s functions both
in generating growing barbed ends and in replenishing
the pool of actin monomers. However, the depolymerizing
and severing activities of cofilin may also weaken the
structure of the F-actin networks, leading to destabiliza-
tion of the links between Lp, Lm, and/or the cytoplasmic
domain of adhesion complexes. Since these links are
required to convert the work of growing filaments in the
Lp into edge movement, increases in cofilin activity might
also be expected to reduce cell protrusivity.
In the present study, we analyzed how cofilin function
regulates cell protrusion efficiency by differential control
of F-actin dynamics in the Lp and the Lm. We perturbed
signaling molecules downstream of Rac1, in particular
Pak1 and LIMK1, and utilized constructs of constitutively
active cofilin to gradually increase cofilin activity from
baseline to very high levels. Using immunofluorescence
to track changes in molecular components of the Lp and
the Lm, combined with qFSM of F-actin dynamics, com-
putational tracking of cell-edge movements, and electron
microscopy, our data show that cofilin is a spatial orga-
nizer of the Lp and Lm interaction. By this mechanism, it
regulates the rates of cellular leading-edge protrusion.
RESULTS
Pak1, but Not ROCK, Controls Cofilin
Phosphorylation at the Cell Leading Edge
We examined the localization of inactive phosphorylated
cofilin (pcofilin) to determine the contributions of the
Rac1/Pak1/LIMK and RhoA/ROCK/LIMK pathways to
the regulation of cofilin activity at the leading edge. These
studies utilized PtK1 cells, a marsupial kidney epithelial
cell line in which F-actin organization, kinetics, and kine-
matics have been extensively characterized (GuptonDevelopmentet al., 2005; Gupton and Waterman-Storer, 2006; Ponti
et al., 2004, 2005; Wittmann et al., 2003). In control cells,
pcofilin localized in diffuse punctae throughout protru-
sions at the cell edge and within the cell body (Fig-
ure 1A). Expression of a constitutively active Rac1 mutant
(Rac1Q61L, referred to as RacQL) induces the formation
of a uniform protrusion all around the unattached cell
edge (Wittmann et al., 2003) and increases the level of in-
active pcofilin in the first 1.5 mm from the leading edge (up
17% compared to control cells) (Figures 1A and 1B). Ex-
pression of the Pak1 (auto)inhibitory domain (PID) or a
kinase-defective, dominant-negative LIMK1 D460N (LIMK
DN) mutant downstream of RacQL decreased pcofilin
levels at the leading edge by 33% and 30%, respectively
(Figures 1A and 1B).
Consistent with these observations, expression of the
PID or LIMK DN also modified RacQL-induced actin orga-
nization. RacQL-expressing cells present a dense F-actin
meshwork in the Lp and dense transverse actin bundles
at the base of the Lm (Figure 1A, F-actin, middle panel, ar-
rows). In contrast, an increase in active cofilin downstream
of RacQL due to PID or LIMK DN expression induced the
formation of a dense F-actin network both in the Lp and in
the Lm and of prominent actin bundles in the cell body. In-
hibition of ROCK did not significantly decrease leading-
edge cofilin phosphorylation in RacQL-expressing cells
(12% decrease compared to uninhibited RacQL cells,
p = 0.544) (Figures 1A and 1B). However, inhibition of
Pak1 or ROCK in PtK1 control cells decreased pcofilin
levels at the cell edge by 26% and by 31%, respectively.
As a positive control, expression of active Pak1 (Pak
H83,86L T423E) or active LIMK (LIMK T508EE) induced
an increase of 127% and of 99%, respectively, in pcofilin
(Figure 1B; Figure S1, see the Supplemental Data avail-
able with this article online). These results indicate that
Pak1, but not ROCK, controls cofilin phosphorylation at
the leading edge of active Rac1-expressing cells, and
that regulation of cofilin via the Pak1/LIMK1 signaling
pathway is a required component of Rac1-induced lead-
ing-edge actin organization.
Increase of Active Cofilin Affects F-Actin
Kinematics at the Cell Edge and Induces
the Formation of a Region of Fast Actin
Retrograde Flow
We used fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM) to define
the effects of Pak1-regulated cofilin activity on actin dy-
namics at the leading edge (Figures 2A and 2B; Movies
S1–S7). In control cells (Movie S1), F-actin underwent
a fast retrograde flow in the Lp and a slow retrograde
flow in the Lm. Expression of RacQL (Movie S2) did not
significantly alter the flow velocity in the Lp (p = 0.992
versus control cells), but it induced a widening of the Lp
(Figures 2A and 2B).
Inhibition of Pak1 downstream of RacQL (Movie S3) re-
duced the width of the Lp compared to RacQL alone, and
it enhanced the rate of F-actin retrograde flow in the Lp.
Pak1 inhibition was also associated with a 2-fold decrease
in the rate of F-actin retrograde flow in the Lm, asal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 647
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 1. Pak1, but Not ROCK, Regulates Cofilin Phosphorylation at the Cell Leading Edge
(A) Immunolocalization of phosphorylated cofilin (pcofilin, green) and F-actin phalloidin staining (red) in control cells (empty vector), active Rac1-
expressing cells (RacQL) alone, or Rac1-expressing cells in combination with the Pak1 inhibitory domain (RacQL+PID), dominant-negative648 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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more direct enhancement of cofilin activity downstream of
Pak1 by expressing either LIMK DN (Movie S4), an active
chronophin phosphatase (CIN) (Movie S5), or a nonphos-
phorylatable active cofilin (CFL S3A, referred to as CFL
SA) (Movie S6) increased the rate of F-actin retrograde
flow not only at the leading edge (Figure 2C), but through-
out the entire protrusion (Figure 2D). Similar blurring of the
gradient in retrograde flow that distinguishes the Lp from
the Lm (Figure 2B) was observed with constitutively active
cofilin S3A in the absence of a RacQL background (Fig-
ures 2B–2D; Movie S7). This further supports the conclu-
sion that the effects on leading-edge dynamics observed
are an intrinsic result of cofilin activation.
The Region of Enhanced F-Actin Retrograde Flow
at the Leading Edge Results from Widening
of the Lp
In comparison to control cells, cells with enhanced active
cofilin displayed a wider region at the cell edge
LIMK (RacQL+LIMK DN) or ROCK inhibitor (Y27632). The scale bar is 10 mm. Boxed regions are magnified to the right of the ‘‘Merge’’ column. The
scale bar is 2 mm. LP, Lp; LM, Lm; TB, transverse bundles.
(B) Fluorescence intensity ratio of pcofilin in injected/control cells at the cell edge (±SEM). The experiment was repeated at least three times; n = 20–50
cells for each condition. Red *, p < 0.05 versus RacQL-expressing cells. Black *, p < 0.05 and **, p < 0.01 versus control cells.
Figure 2. Increase of Active Cofilin Induces the Formation of a Protrusion with Fast Actin Retrograde Flow
(A) Single frames of actin fluorescent speckle time-lapse series of a PtK1 cell expressing GFP (empty vector), RacQL alone, or RacQL in combination
with PID, LIMK DN, CIN WT, and CFL SA, or CFL SA alone. The scale bar is 5 mm. White arrows indicate the lines used to generate kymographs.
(B) Kymograph analysis of actin retrograde flow in the cells depicted in (A). White lines highlight speckle translocation used to calculate flow velocities;
steeper streaks = faster flow rates. Time bar (t) = 2 min; the scale bar (d) is 2 mm.
(C and D) Average F-actin flow rates measured at the (C) leading edge and (D) 5 mm from the leading edge of injected cells (±SEM). EV = empty vector
control; n = 4–25 cells for each condition, with a minimum of 100measurements per condition. *, p < 0.0001 versus control cells; **, p < 0.0001 versus
RacQL-expressing cells. The experiment was repeated at least three times.Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 649
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could be due to (i) a widening of the Lp, (ii) an inhibition
of Lp formation accompanied by an increase of the rate
of F-actin retrograde flow in the remaining Lm (Gupton
et al., 2005), or (iii) a fusion of the Lp/Lm networks. To dis-
tinguish between these possibilities, we used the defini-
tion of Lp and Lm as possessing myosin II-insensitive
and -sensitive F-actin flows, respectively (Gupton et al.,
2005; Ponti et al., 2004).
Treatment with blebbistatin, a nonmuscle myosin II
ATPase inhibitor (Straight et al., 2003), reduced Lm retro-
grade flow by 2-fold, but it did not affect Lp flow in control
cells (empty vector, EV, Figures 3A–3C; Movie S8). Similar
results were obtained in cells expressing RacQL and in
cells with enhanced cofilin activity (RacQL and RacQL+
CFL SA, Figures 3A–3C; Movies S9 and S10). Spatially
resolved maps of F-actin flow speed confirmed that
blebbistatin treatment did not affect the characteristic
gradient of fast flow at the leading edge to slower flow in
the Lm region (Figure 3D). Thus, the broad region of fast
F-actin flow in cells with active cofilin is myosin II indepen-
dent, supporting its definition as Lp.
To verify the widening of the Lp in cells with enhanced
cofilin activity, we characterized the molecular composi-
tion of regions subadjacent to the leading edge. Immuno-
fluorescence localization of high-molecular weight iso-
forms of tropomyosin established that tropomyosin was
reduced near the leading edge of control and active
Rac1-expressing cells. Increase of active cofilin levels
downstream of Rac1 induced a major depletion of tropo-
myosin in the entire protrusion (Figure S2A). These obser-
vations were confirmed by quantification of the fluores-
cence intensity ratio of tropomyosin/F-actin from the
leading edge into the cell center (Figures S2B–S2D).
Tropomyosin was depleted in the first 4 mm adjacent to
the cell edge in active Rac1-expressing cells, a distance
corresponding to the size of the Lp (Figures 2A and 2B).
Cells with enhanced cofilin activity (RacQL+PID, RacQL+
LIMK DN, and RacQL+CFL SA) had a 2-fold decreased
level of tropomyosin in the first 7.5 mm of the protrusion
compared to active Rac1 alone.
Similarly, myosin II was absent in the Lp of active Rac1-
expressing cells and, interestingly, was depleted much
farther from the cell edge in the protrusions of cells with
enhanced cofilin activity, as compared to controls (Figures
S3A–S3D). These results confirm that activation of cofilin
downstream of Rac1 causes the Lp to expand throughout
large parts of the protrusion.
Active Cofilin Modifies F-Actin Kinetics and
Increases Polymerization-Competent
Free Barbed Ends at the Cell Edge in an
Arp2/3-Independent Fashion
F-actin flow analysis, coupled with changes in localization
of signature molecules, suggested that enhancement of
cofilin activity induces the formation of a broad Lp in the
protrusion. To verify this hypothesis, we analyzed the spa-
tial organization of F-actin assembly/disassembly rates in
these cells (Figure 4A). Actin turnover maps indicated that650 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elcontrol cells had a2 mmwide band of strong polymeriza-
tion along the leading edge (red punctae) juxtaposed to
a similarly narrow band of depolymerization (green punc-
tae). Together, these reflect the spatial organization of as-
sembly and disassembly in a treadmilling Lp. The Lm is
represented by a region with random foci of weaker poly-
merization/depolymerization (Figure 4A). Expression of
active Rac1 induced actin polymerization in a narrower
(1 mm), yet more homogeneous, band along the lead-
ing edge. Increases of active cofilin markedly modified
RacQL-induced F-actin kinetics: expression of PID, LIMK
DN, CIN, or CFL SA all induced polymerization extending
from the leading edge to deeper within the protrusion
(Figure 4A). Behind the wider polymerization band, cells
expressing PID still presented a region characteristic of
Lm turnover. However, in cells expressing kinase-defec-
tive LIMK, CIN, or active CFL, no characteristic pattern
of the Lm was observed, and, instead, the region mainly
displayed depolymerization events. Again, a similar phe-
notype was obtained when CFL SA alone was expressed
in the absence of active RacQL (Figure 4A).
Since cofilin activities include severing/depolymeriza-
tion (Carlier et al., 1997) as well as indirect promotion of
barbed end formation and polymerization of F-actin (Con-
deelis, 2001; Ghosh et al., 2004), and may even directly
mediate de novo nucleation of filaments (Andrianantoan-
dro and Pollard, 2006), we further analyzed the localization
and density of polymerization-competent free barbed fila-
ment ends. In control cells, free barbed ends were distrib-
uted in a narrow rim along the leading edge and at the end
of F-actin bundles inside the protrusion (Figure 4B). Ex-
pression of active Rac1 increased the concentration of
free barbed ends that homogeneously localized along
the leading edge, in agreement with the narrow band of
polymerization measured by qFSM (Figure 4B). In con-
trast, free barbed filament ends spread widely from the
leading edge inside the protrusion of cells with enhanced
cofilin activity (Figure 4B: see RacQL+PID, RacQL+LIMK
DN, and RacQL+CFL SA). Quantitation of the barbed
end fluorescence intensity-to-F-actin intensity ratio (Fig-
ures 4C–4E) confirmed that whereas polymerization-com-
petent free barbed filament ends localized in a 0.5–1 mm
wide band along the leading edge in RacQL-expressing
cells (pink), this band widened in the presence of PID
(1.5 mm wide band, green), LIMK DN (2 mm wide
band, red), or CFL SA (2.5–3 mm wide band, blue).
Several studies suggest a synergy between the cofilin
and Arp2/3 pathways, whereby the severing activity of
cofilin can amplify the branching activity of the Arp2/3
complex (DesMarais et al., 2004; Ichetovkin et al., 2002).
Thus, we examined whether increased cofilin activity
would broaden the area of Arp2/3 localization in the Lp.
Arp2/3 is distributed throughout the cell; the highest
concentration is within 1–2 mm from the leading edge
(Figure 5A). RacQL expression induced spreading of
Arp2/3 into the 2–4 mm region corresponding to the wid-
ened Lp (Figure 5A) and also increased its apparent den-
sity (Figures 5B–5D, pink). Enhancement of active cofilin
downstream of Rac1 reduced the width of the band ofsevier Inc.
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 3. Retrograde Flow in Cells with Increased Active Cofilin Is Myosin II Independent
(A) Kymograph analysis of actin retrograde flow in a control cell expressing GFP (empty vector) and cells treated with 100 mMblebbistatin expressing
GFP, RacQL alone, or RacQL+CFL SA. White lines highlight speckle translocation used to calculate flow velocities. t = 1.5 min; d = 1.5 mm.
(B and C) Average F-actin flow rates measured at the (B) leading edge and (C) 5 mm from the leading edge of injected cells (±SEM). EV = empty vector
control. **, p < 0.01 compared to EV + blebbistatin. nR 9 cells for each condition. The experiment was repeated three times.
(D) F-actin flowmaps computed from qFSM analysis of time-lapse movies of a control cell expressing GFP and cells treated with 100 mMblebbistatin
expressing GFP, RacQL alone, or RacQL+CFL SA. Flow rates are color coded, ranging from fast flow in red to slow flow in blue. Flowmaps have been
averaged over 60 frames, i.e., 5 min, and have been created with the same color-coded speed scale in order to allow for comparison of cells under
different conditions. The scale bar is 5 mm.Arp2/3 localization (Figure 5A: see RacQL+PID, RacQL+
LIMK DN, and RacQL+CFL SA). Quantitation of the fluo-
rescence intensity from the leading edge toward the
cell center confirmed that Arp2/3 increased in density
but remained localized in the first 1–1.5 mm adjacent
to the leading edge in cells with enhanced cofilin activ-Developmeity, similar to its localization in control cells (Figures 5B–
5D). Thus, enhancement of cofilin activity downstream
of Rac1 increases the width of the actin treadmilling
array and the density of polymerization-competent fila-
ment barbed ends independently of the localization of
Arp2/3.ntal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 651
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 4. Active Cofilin Increases F-Actin Treadmilling and Induces the Formation of Polymerization-Competent Free Barbed
Filament Ends at the Cell Edge
(A) F-actin turnover maps computed from qFSM analysis of time-lapse movies of cells expressing GFP (empty vector), CFL SA, RacQL alone, or
RacQL in combination with PID, LIMK DN, CIN, or CFL SA. Turnover maps depict F-actin polymerization (red) and depolymerization (green) rates.
Maps have been averaged over 24 frames, i.e., 2 min. The scale bar is 5 mm. nR 4 cells analyzed for each condition.
(B) Free barbed end actin incorporation (green) and F-actin phalloidin staining (red) in control cells, cells expressing RacQL alone, or cells expressing
RacQL in combination with PID, LIMK DN, or CFL SA. The scale bar is 5 mm.652 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Coordinated Edge Protrusion and Retraction
To evaluate the role of cofilin in cell protrusion, we inves-
tigated the effect of active cofilin on leading-edge dynam-
ics. In control cells, protrusion events propagate as trans-
verse waves of positive velocities along the cell edge
(visible in kymographs as diagonal, red stripes) that are
intercepted by retraction events (visible as diagonal, blue
stripes; Figure 6A; wave pattern highlighted by white lines).
In cells expressing RacQL, protrusion of the entire cell
edge alternates with retraction of the entire cell edge
(visible in kymographs as vertical, red and blue stripes;
Figure 6A, dashed, black lines). In cells expressing
RacQL+LIMK DN, RacQL+CIN, RacQL+CFL SA, or CFL
SA alone (Figure 6A), such patterns of coordinated edge
movement are dramatically reduced, suggesting that
increased active cofilin disrupts the spatiotemporal coor-
dination of leading-edge movements.
We calculated the average net protrusion velocity over
multiple cycles to examine how the loss of coordinated
movement affected productive edge advancement (Fig-
ure 6B, blue bars; the red line indicates increasing active
cofilin levels, see Experimental Procedures). Only control
cells advanced with a net velocity significantly different
from 0 (p = 0.003), compared to cells expressing RacQL,
RacQL+LIMK DN, RacQL+CIN, RacQL+CFL SA, or CFL
SA alone (p > 0.12 for all conditions). In contrast, the aver-
age instantaneous edge velocity was significantly different
from 0 for all conditions (Figure 6B, purple bars). Thus, the
rate of productive advancement of the leading edge de-
pends primarily on how much time the cell edge spends
in a protruding or retracting state, and only secondarily
on how fast the edge moves in absolute terms.
To test this conclusion further, we defined protrusion
efficiency as the ratio between the distances the edge
travels in the protruding and the retracting states
(Figure 6C). A ratio equal to 1 indicates that protrusion
and retraction events cancel one another out, resulting
in retention of a constant average position of the cell
edge, while a ratio greater than 1 indicates net advance-
ment of the entire leading edge. With the exception of
the ratio for control cells, none of the protrusion efficiency
scores in the other conditions were statistically different
from 1 (p = 0.08 for RacQL, p > 0.50 for all other condi-
tions) (Figure 6C). Together, these data show that control
cells spend more time in a protruding than in a retracting
state, whereas cells expressing RacQL+LIMK DN,
RacQL+CFL SA, and CFL SA do not significantly protrude
on average, despite similar or even higher instantaneous
edge velocities compared to control cells. This suggests
that cells with increased cofilin activity lose the balance
between local protrusion and retraction events along the
edge. In contrast, the insignificant edge advancement ofDevelopmeRacQL cells is primarily related to the lower instantaneous
edge velocity (Figure 6B).
Cofilin Spatially Reorganizes the Lp and Lm
To identify the origin of the decrease in protrusion effi-
ciency associated with increased active cofilin levels, we
examined the spatial organization of F-actin dynamics be-
hind the leading edge by using single speckle classifica-
tion of speckle lifetime and speed. As described by Ponti
et al. (2004), in migrating epithelial cells under control con-
ditions, fast-moving and short-lived speckles are markers
of a fast-treadmilling Lp network whose rapid retrograde
flow is powered by F-actin polymerization. Slow-moving
and long-lived speckles are markers of the more stable
Lm network whose slower retrograde flow is driven by
actomyosin contraction.
Here, we applied the same analysis to test whether var-
iations in cofilin activity would affect the spatial distribu-
tion of Lp and Lm speckles. The criterion for dividing the
total population of tracked speckles into a group of fast-
moving, short-lived speckles (group 1) and a group of
slow-moving, long-lived speckles (group 2) was the max-
imal spatial separation of the two groups, i.e., the analyzed
cellular area was divided into two regions, and the thresh-
olds for speed and lifetime were set such that in the region
in which speckles from group 1 are in the majority, the
number of speckles from group 2 are minimized, and
vice-versa in the second region. Slow-moving, short-lived
speckles were not classified. They consist of fluorophores
incorporated into amixed population of filaments with het-
erogeneous turnover andmotion properties, thus generat-
ing an unstable image signal. Despite the relatively low
percentage of classifiable speckles, both of the groups
contained at least several thousand speckles usable
as stable markers of different F-actin dynamics (see
Figure 7A).
In control cells, the classification indicated a 1–2 mm
wide region adjacent to the leading edge that consists
mostly of fast-moving, short-lived speckles (Figure 7B,
orange, region #1) in front of a wider band of slow-moving,
long-lived speckles (Figure 7B, blue, region #2). The clas-
sification algorithm accounts only for the lifetime and
speed of a speckle, not for the direction of motion relative
to the leading edge. The significant population of fast-
moving, short-lived speckles found in the lower left corner
of region #2 is associated with anterograde actin flow in
the cell body. The same behavior is observed in Figures
7D, 7I, 7K, and 7N.
In RacQL-expressing cells, the region of fast-moving,
short-lived speckles gets distinctly wider (Figure 7C), con-
sistent with the data shown in Figures 2–4, suggesting that
under these conditions the width of the fast-treadmilling
Lp network is increased. Importantly, to achieve maximal(C) Fluorescence intensity ratio of actin incorporationmarking free barbed ends relative to F-actin in control (black), RacQL (pink), RacQL+PID (green),
RacQL+LIMK DN (red), and RacQL+CFL SA (blue), measured from the cell edge (0 mm) into the cell center (5 mm).
(D and E) Fluorescence intensity of (D) free barbed end actin incorporation and (E) F-actin in injected cells (control, black; RacQL, pink; RacQL+PID,
green; RacQL+LIMK DN, red; RacQL+CFL SA, blue), measured from the cell edge (0 mm) into the cell center (5 mm). In (C)–(E), the data shown rep-
resent one experiment and are averaged from nR 7 cells for each condition. The experiment was repeated at least three times, with similar results.ntal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 653
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 5. Arp3 Does Not Extend into Protrusions of Cells with Increased Active Cofilin
(A) Immunolocalization of Arp3 (green) and F-actin phalloidin staining (red) in control cells, cells expressing RacQL alone, or cells expressing RacQL
in combination with PID, LIMK DN, or CFL SA. The scale bar is 10 mm. Boxed regions are magnified to the right of the ‘‘Merge’’ column. The scale bar
is 2 mm.
(B) Arp3/F-actin fluorescence intensity ratio in control (black), RacQL- (pink), RacQL+PID- (green), RacQL+LIMK DN- (red), and RacQL+CFL
SA-expressing (blue) cells, measured from the cell edge (0 mm) into the cell center (5 mm).
(C and D) Fluorescence intensity of (C) Arp3 and (D) F-actin in injected cells (control, black; RacQL, pink; RacQL+PID, green; RacQL+LIMK DN, red;
RacQL+CFL SA, blue), measured from the cell edge (0 mm) into the cell center (5 mm). In (B)–(D), the data shown represent one experiment and are
averaged from nR 9 cells for each condition. The experiment was repeated at least three times, with similar results.654 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 6. Coordination of Leading-Edge Dynamics Is Lost in Cells with Increased Active Cofilin
(A) Kymographs of protrusion and retraction dynamics of the leading edge of amigrating PtK1 control cell, or a cell expressing RacQL alone, RacQL+-
LIMK DN, RacQL+CFL SA, or CFL SA alone. Edge displacements are encodedwith warm color (red) for protrusion and cold color (blue) for retraction.
t = 30 s; d = 5 mm.
(B) Average velocity of a 40 mm leading-edge section over 10 min (blue bars, ±SEM). *, p < 0.05 compared to zero average velocity. Average of the
absolute velocity of a 40 mm leading-edge section over 10 min (purple bars, ±SEM). **, p < 0.05 versus control cells. Levels of active cofilin as a
percentage of the level in cells expressing LIMK TE (red line).
(C) Protrusion efficiency (±SEM). Black *, p < 0.05 compared to a protrusion efficiency of one. n = 4–11 cells for each condition.spatial separation between the two groups, it was neces-
sary to raise the thresholds for both lifetime and velocity
compared to control cells. This reflects the changes in
the absolute rates of F-actin turnover and faster flow in-
duced by expression of RacQL, although the organization
of F-actin dynamics into Lp and Lm is preserved. In fact, in
these cells, thresholds could be found that excluded
nearly all fast-moving, short-lived speckles from region
#2, but none of the thresholds allowed for the exclusion
of slow-moving, long-lived speckles from region #1.
Thus, in agreement with the colocalization of overlapping
Lp and Lm found by Ponti et al. (2004), we concluded that
two F-actin populations with different dynamics coexist
subadjacent to the cell edge.
Upon expression of RacQL+CIN or RacQL+LIMK DN,
the spatial separation between the two speckle categories
became less distinct. The band of fast-moving, short-lived
speckles extended farther away from the cell edge (Fig-
ures 7D and 7E, arrow), but we still observed spatial coloc-
alization of the two speckle categories at the leading edge.DevelopmeUpon expression of RacQL+CFL SA or CFL SA alone, the
trend of an increasingly denser and wider population of
fast-moving, short-lived speckles overlapping a scarcer
population of slow-moving, long-lived speckles continued
(Figures 7F, 7I, 7K, and 7L). To achieve optimal separation
of the two speckle groups in cells with increasingly higher
cofilin activity, the threshold for the lifetime had to be sub-
stantially lowered compared to RacQL-expressing cells.
This need for adjustment reflects the faster F-actin turn-
over under elevated cofilin activity. In half of all observed
cells expressing RacQL+CFL SA, a rim of slow-moving,
long-lived speckles at the leading edge was reflected by
a narrow band of slow flow (Figure 7G, arrow) and signifi-
cant depolymerization (Figure 7H, arrow). This was also
observed with CFL SA itself (Figures 7L and 7M).
To further quantify the overlap of the two speckle groups,
we computed their number ratios in regions #1 and #2
(Figure 7P; data are presented in the order of increasing
levels of active cofilin). The boundary between the regions
is delineated by red, dashed lines (Figures 7B–7F, 7I, 7K,ntal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 655
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates Protrusionand 7N). In control cells, the leading edge was dominated
by fast-moving, short-lived speckles (region #1), whereas
the remaining network was dominated by slow-moving,
long-lived speckles (region #2). The fraction of fast-moving,
short-lived speckles gradually increased with enhance-
ment of cofilin activity, both within the leading-edge region
(region #1) and further inside the protrusion (region #2). The
ratio increase for region #2 in RacQL+CFL SA cells was ac-
companied by increased variation among cells. As men-
tioned above, in 50% of the cells, a rim of slow-moving,
long-lived speckles was found at the very leading edge
(Figures 7F–7H). In these cells, region #2was nearly devoid
of fast-moving, short-lived speckles (Figure 7F). In the
other 50% of the cells, spatial separation of the two
speckle groups was difficult to discern (Figure 7I), resulting
in a strong increase of the fraction of fast-moving, short-
lived speckles in region #2. Together, these data show
that global elevation of cofilin activity obfuscates the spa-
tial separation of the two speckle groups that report the
distinct dynamics of Lp and Lm. This is consistent with im-
munofluorescence data presented in Figure 5, Figure S2,
and Figure S3, as well as experiments blocking myosin II
activity shown in Figure 3, which suggested gradual dislo-
cation of Lm-specific molecular markers by Lp-specific
markers as the level of cofilin activity was increased.
Our interpretations were fully supported by electron mi-
crographs of PtK1 cells arrested at various levels of cofilin
activity (Figure 8; Figure S4). Electron microscopy (EM)
allowed us to directly image the distinct morphologies of
Lp (shown in yellow) and Lm (shown in red). In control
cells, a homogenous, dense filament array defining the
lamellipodial actin network is found at the cell edge and
is followed by the Lm, which is morphologically charac-
terized by transversal actin bundles (highlighted in pink)
interspersed with the isotropic actin network (Gupton
et al., 2005). A horizontal belt of dense actin bundles
(green) delineates the Lm from the cell body (Figure 8). A
similar organization is found in RacQL-expressing cells.
However, here some of the actin bundles reorient from
a transversal to orthogonal arrangement throughout the
Lm and visibly reach the cell edge. Increased levels of
active cofilin induce a widening of the isotropic actin net-
work that defines the Lp (Figure 8; Figure S4: RacQL+CFL
SA, CFL SA). To varying extents, the Lm contains trans-
verse actin bundles (Figure 8; Figure S4: RacQL+CFL
SA, first set of panels) or orthogonal bundles reaching
the leading edge (Figure 8; Figure S4: RacQL+CFL SA,
second set of panels, CFL SA), which are superimposedDevelopmeby a dense, homogeneous filament array characteristic
of an Lp network.
DISCUSSION
We report here the critical function of cofilin regulated via
Pak1 and LIMK1 as a spatial organizer of the Lp and Lm F-
actin networks during spontaneous epithelial cell protru-
sion. In control cells, the Lm extends 10–20 mm from the
cell body in the direction of the protrusion, and there is
a narrow (1–2 mm) Lp partially overlapping the Lm at the
leading edge. Increased levels of active cofilin markedly
affect this organization: the Lp becomes distinctly wider,
and F-actin network assembly and disassembly occur at
significantly higher rates. At the same time, the Lm ex-
tends fully to the leading edge. However, higher polymer-
ization rates promoted by the increased number of free
barbed filament ends in the Lp do not result in higher
cell protrusion rates, but lead to faster polymerization-
driven retrograde flow. Our results indicate a role for cofilin
as a regulator of the interaction between spatially overlap-
ping Lp and Lm filaments—directly impacting the effi-
ciency with which assembly of these actin networks is
locally transformed into cell-edge protrusion.
From Rac1 to Cofilin: A Key Signaling Pathway to
Regulate Actin Polymerization
Expression of constitutively active Rac1 confirmed that
this GTPase mediates a signaling cascade that controls
cofilin activity at the leading edge that is dependent on
downstream activation of the kinases Pak1 and LIMK1
(Edwards et al., 1999), but independent of ROCK, an
effector kinase of RhoA that is also known to activate
LIMK1 (Maekawa et al., 1999). Consistent with the partic-
ipation of Pak1 and LIMK1 in a linear signaling pathway
leading to suppression of cofilin activity downstream of
Rac1, we observed that specific inhibition of the activity
of either of these two signaling molecules resulted in
changes in actin dynamics qualitatively similar to those
obtained after expression of a constitutively active cofilin.
Advanced live-cell imaging and data modeling allowed us
to quantify the gradual increase of specificity of cofilin
function on a continuous scale as we stepped down the
signaling pathway from Rac1 to Pak1 to LIMK1, ending
with the prominent phenotype associated with expression
of constitutively active cofilin. Introduction of the cofilin
S3A mutant produces a stable pool of active cofilin that
cannot be inactivated by phosphorylation and thatFigure 7. Spatial Reorganization of the Lp and Lm in Cells with Increased Active Cofilin
(A–P) (A) Speckle lifetime and speed distributions. Red lines: speed and velocity thresholds for Lm (blue) and Lp (orange) segmentations. Percentages
indicate the relative number of classified speckles compared to the total number of speckles. nc indicates the number of unambiguously classifiable
speckles. (B–F, I, K, and N) Lm speckles (blue) and Lp speckles (orange) in (B) control cells, cells expressing (C) RacQL alone, cells expressing RacQL
in combination with (D) CIN, (E) LIMK DN, (F and I) CFL SA, or cells expressing (K and N) CFL SA alone. The scale bar is 5 mm. (G, J, L, and O) F-actin
flow speed maps in cells expressing (G and J) RacQL+CFL SA or (L and O) CFL SA alone. Maps are averaged over 24 frames, i.e., 2 min. (H and M)
F-actin turnover in cells expressing (H) RacQL+CFL SA or (M) CFL SA alone. F-actin polymerization, red; depolymerization, green. Maps are averaged
over 24 frames, i.e., 2 min. (P) Ratio between the number of fast-moving, short-lived speckles (FM/SL) and slow-moving, long-lived speckles (SM/LL).
The ratio is measured separately for the leading-edge region (circle 1 in [B]–[F], [I], [K], and [N]; red line, ±SEM) and the region adjacent to the leading-
edge region (circle 2 in [B]–[F], [I], [K], and [N]; black line, ±SEM). For each condition, n = 4–8 cells were analyzed.ntal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 657
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates ProtrusionFigure 8. Active Cofilin Regulates Lp and Lm Network Organization, as Imaged by Electron Microscopy
(A) Electron micrographs of control cells and cells expressing RacQL, RacQL+CFL SA, or CFL SA. The scale bar is 5 mm.
(B andC) Higher-magnification images of the inserts in (A). The Lp (yellow), defined by a dense network adjacent to the cell edge, is followed by the Lm
(red), containing a large population of actin bundles (highlighted in pink). A region of transverse bundles (green) delineates the cell body from the Lm.658 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc.
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates Protrusionout-competes endogeneous, phosphorylated forms of
cofilin, thereby generating a ‘‘pure’’ active cofilin pheno-
type. In verification of this approach, we have also ob-
served changes in cofilin-dependent actin dynamics
upon siRNA-mediated depletion of CIN phosphatase in
MTLn3 cells that are consistent with the results presented
here (C.D. et al., unpublished data).
Two Region-Dependent Functions of Pak
Our quantitative live-cell microscopy shows that cofilin in-
activation in RacQL-expressing cells prolongs the lifetime
of newly formed filaments at the leading edge (Figure 7A)
and, thus, widens the Lp (Figure 2B). A similar result has
been recently reported when cofilin was depleted by using
RNAi in Drosophila S2 cells (Iwasa and Mullins, 2007). In
contrast, expression of the N-terminal Pak1 regulatory re-
gion (PID, aa 83–149), which acts as a dominant-negative
inhibitor of Pak1 in vivo (Zenke et al., 1999), produces
a modest increase in the steady-state levels of active co-
filin, accompanied by a reduction in the width of the Lp
(Figures 2A and 2B). At these concentrations, the severing
function of cofilin dominates. In agreement with this
model, increased rates of F-actin treadmilling yield faster
polymerization-driven retrograde flow in the Lp (Figures
2B, 2C, and 7A).
qFSMmaps of F-actin turnover show that PID-express-
ing cells still exhibit a region with random foci of assembly/
disassembly characteristic of theLm (Figure 4A).However,
F-actin retrograde flow is markedly reduced in this zone
when Pak1 function is inhibited (Figures 2B and 2D).
Thus, Pak1 exhibits a region-dependent functionality in
regulating F-actin dynamics. In the Lp, Pak1 promotes
turnover of F-actin via regulation of cofilin phosphorylation,
thereby also increasing the rate of polymerization-driven
retrograde flow. In the Lm, Pak1-regulated cofilin activity
plays no role in mediating F-actin turnover. This is in line
with the presence of long isoforms of tropomyosin, which
selectively block the binding of cofilin to Lm filaments
(FigureS2) (Gupton et al., 2005).Weconclude that Pak1af-
fectsmyosin II-drivenF-actin flow in theLmvia yet-uniden-
tified signaling pathways acting independently of cofilin.
Our results therefore suggest that Pak1 is in a key position
tocoordinate theorganizationand interaction of theLpand
the Lm in response to upstream Rho GTPase signals.
Arp2/3-Independent Polymerization in the Lp
As a nucleator of actin polymerization, the Arp2/3 complex
plays a central role in the cellular control of actin dynamics
(Pollard and Borisy, 2003; Welch and Mullins, 2002). In
PtK1 control cells, a narrow band of F-actin polymeriza-
tion at the leading edge coincides spatially with equally
thin bands of Arp2/3 and of polymerization-competent
barbed ends (Figures 4A, 4B, and 5A). With increased co-
filin activity, this correspondence is lost: whereas the
bands of polymerization and free barbed ends becomeDevelopmebroader (Figures 4A and 4B), the band of Arp2/3 is not
affected and remains thin (Figure 5A). Thus, in cells with
high cofilin activity, Arp2/3-independent pathways must
be present to stimulate Lp F-actin assembly. In agreement
with the findings of Andrianantoandro and Pollard (2006),
increased cofilin activity could contribute to de novo nu-
cleation of F-actin filaments independent of Arp2/3 activa-
tion. We propose that this mechanism must be supported
additionally by cofilin-mediated severing of existing
F-actin, which also yields polymerization-competent free
barbed ends throughout the Lp and pointed end disas-
sembly. Combined increases of assembly and disassem-
bly enhance the overall rate of lamellipodial F-actin tread-
milling. This explains the significantly increased rates of
polymerization-driven retrograde flow and the increased
width of the Lp measured in cells in which the concentra-
tion of active cofilin exceeds the levels below which it acts
as a pure severing molecule (as represented in the model,
Figure S5). Thus, our in vivo measurements suggest that
the antagonizing functions of cofilin as a severer and
nucleator of F-actin, identified in vitro, can overlap in a
synergistic fashion.
Cofilin Activity Regulates Colocalization
of the Lm and Lp
Our high-resolution analysis of F-actin dynamics at the
level of single speckles, as well as structural analysis by
EM, shows that cofilin functions as a spatial organizer of
the Lp and Lm networks. The Lp, which in control cells
exclusively occupies a narrow rim at the leading edge, is
restructured under gradually higher levels of active cofilin
to become a distinctively wider region of accelerated ret-
rograde flow that completely overlaps the Lm (see Figure 2
and model Figure S5).
The characteristic increase in the average flow speed
calculated from the undivided speckle population at the
leading edge could be due to (i) a growing proportion of
Lp speckles without change in Lp and Lm flows or to (ii)
a specific acceleration of Lp speckles. Our data provide
more evidence for the former: ratiometric analysis of tro-
pomyosin:F-actin immunostaining (Figure S2), which
serves as a molecular marker for the fraction of Lm fila-
ments at the cell edge, indicated that enhanced levels of
active cofilin increase the relative number of Lp filaments.
However, the tropomyosin:F-actin ratio at the leading
edge is never less than 30% of the ratio found in a Lp-
free region. Thus, in all conditions, Lm filaments do reach
the leading edge. On the contrary, the threshold for which
we obtained maximal spatial separation between the fast-
moving, short-lived (Lp) and the slow-moving, long-lived
(Lm) speckle groups was nearly constant (2 mm/min)
for all conditions (Figure 7A). Therefore, within the limits
of single speckle analysis, it is unlikely that increased rates
of F-actin treadmilling upon elevated cofilin activity also
selectively accelerate Lp retrograde flow.Increased levels of active cofilin induce a widening of the Lp (RacQL+CFL SA, CFL SA) and cause Lm actin bundles to visibly extend to the leading
edge (RacQL+CFL SA, 2nd set of panels, CFL SA). The overlap between the Lp and the Lm is indicated in orange. White bars are 2.4 mm. Stereo pairs
of these images can be seen in Figure S4. The experiment was repeated at least three times for each condition, with similar results.ntal Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007 Elsevier Inc. 659
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Regulates Cell Protrusion
The markedly increased assembly rates accompanying
enhanced cofilin activity do not translate into faster rates
of cell-edge protrusion. On the contrary, the overall protru-
sion is significantly impaired (Figure 6). In epithelial cells,
protrusion is a dynamic process in which, for any single
time point, certain sectors of the leading edge advance
while others retract, alternating in cycles of 60–100 s
(Machacek and Danuser, 2006). The cell will display net
protrusion only if phases of edge advancement dominate
phases of retraction. Our observations indicate that en-
hanced cofilin activity must therefore deregulate the local
balance of edge advancement and retraction.
To translate F-actin assembly into edge advancement,
propulsive forces generated by filament elongation must
be counteracted by mechanical coupling of the F-actin
cytoskeleton to the extracellular matrix (ECM). This is
achievedby engagement of the Lmnetworkwith adhesions
near the cell leading edge. Thus, one possibility for the loss
of protrusivity in cells with enhanced cofilin activity would
be the disruption of the normal distribution of focal adhe-
sions at the front of the cell. However, in these cells, focal
adhesions are intact and form close to the leading edge:
we observe that 40% of paxillin foci are still localized in
the first 0.5 mmfrom the cell edge (compared to12% incon-
trol cells and 65% in RacQL-expressing cells) (Figure S6).
The presence of focal adhesions thus makes it likely that
the Lm of cells with enhanced cofilin is still coupled to the
ECM and is not responsible for the loss of protrusion.
Alternatively, we propose that the decreased protrusion
efficiency under increased cofilin activity results from
a partial decoupling of the Lp and Lm. This is supported
by (i) the increase in retrograde flow rates in the Lp and
(ii) the presence of a region of slow flow at the leading
edge in 50% of these cells that appears to result from
slippage of the entire Lp network relative to the Lm. In ad-
dition, high concentrations of active cofilin may affect the
mechanical stability of the Lm network. From the lower ra-
tio of tropomyosin:F-actin observed with higher levels of
cofilin activity (Figure S2), we conclude that, under these
conditions, active cofilin displaces tropomyosin from Lm
filaments, leading to increased rates of filament severing
and depolymerization in the Lm. Further evidence for this
proposition comes from the 50% of cells in which en-
hanced cofilin activity results in a substantial extension of
the Lp over the entire protrusion and in which the separa-
bility of distinct Lp and Lm speckle populations is lost. In
these cases, high cofilin activity may disrupt the coupling
of themajority of Lm filaments to adhesions that, in control
conditions, contributes to thedifferentiation of flowspeeds
in the Lp and Lm. Thus, we propose that destabilization of
the Lm is an additional factor in the loss of protrusion.
In our study, increased global activation of cofilin results
in enhanced filament elongation, accelerated retrograde
flow, and reduced protrusion efficiency, suggesting that
cofilin negatively regulates cell protrusion. These findings
agree with recent observations that constitutively active
cofilin inhibits directional sensing and chemotaxis (Mou-660 Developmental Cell 13, 646–662, November 2007 ª2007neimne et al., 2006). Our study now provides amechanism
for this result by placing cofilin at the center stage of con-
trolling the mechanical interactions between the Lp, Lm,
and adhesions in response to upstream signaling, a pro-
cess that must be delicately balanced to transform F-actin
assembly into productive cell advancement.
In view of earlier studies, in which a transient and local-
ized activation of cofilin suggested that cofilin is a positive
regulator of cell protrusion (Dawe et al., 2003; Ghosh et al.,
2004; Zebda et al., 2000), we propose a functional switch
in the morphological responses to the local versus global
regulation of cofilin activity. Local and transient activation
of cofilin at the scale of microns and seconds promotes F-
actin severing and depolymerization at the base of the Lp
and increased F-actin assembly in proximal regions at the
leading edge (Andrianantoandro and Pollard, 2006; Kiuchi
et al., 2007), without affecting the mechanical integration
of the Lp and Lm, and the Lm and substrate. Thus, higher
F-actin turnover yields, in this case, increased local cell-
edge protrusion. Conversely, increased steady-state ac-
tivity of cofilin on a timescale of minutes to hours, which
reveals the function of cofilin as a nucleator of de novo
filaments that are most probably weakly coupled to one
another, results in a spatial reorganization and partial dis-
integration of the Lp and Lm F-actin networks that, in turn,
negatively regulates protrusion.
Together, these data indicate the requirement for spatial
integrity of the Lp and Lm networks for the conversion of
F-actin polymerization at the leading edge into effective
cell protrusion. This competes with the requirement for
F-actin disassembly to replenish the pool of G-actin nec-
essary for filament reassembly. Cofilin defines a central
switch in the balance of these two processes depending
on the spatial and temporal scale of its activation. Thus,
the global versus local regulation of cofilin by Pak1-medi-
ated signals plays a critical role in determining the effect of
cofilin as a positive or negative promoter of cell protrusion.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Cell Culture and Microinjection
Ptk1 cells were cultured in Ham’s F12medium (pH 7.2) (Sigma-Aldrich)
containing 25 mM HEPES (GIBCO-BRL), 10% FBS (Gemini Bio-Prod-
ucts, CA), 100 U/ml penicillin, 0.1 mg/ml streptomycin, and 0.25 mg/ml
amphotericin B (GIBCO-BRL) at 37C, 5% CO2. Two days prior to ex-
periments, cells were plated on #1.5 coverslips. Plasmids encoding
EGFP or EGFP-Rac1Q61L (RacQL) were injected in the cell nucleus,
alone (150 ng/ml) or in combination with plasmids encoding the Pak1
autoinhibitory domain (aa 83–149 of human Pak1, myc-PID), kinase-
defective LIMK D460N (LIMK DN), chronophin wild-type (CIN), or non-
phosphorylatable and constitutively active cofilin S3A (HA-CFL S3A)
(200 ng/ml). Plasmids encoding myc-PID, constitutively active Pak1
H83,86L T423E (myc-Pak HLTE), active LIMK T508EE (GFP-LIMK
TE), or cofilin S3A (GFP-CFL SA) were injected alone (200 ng/ml). For
FSM experiments, recombinant GST-PID H83L (aa 67–149 of human
Pak1) was expressed and purified as described (Zenke et al., 1999)
and was injected (3.56 mg/ml) in PtK1 cells expressing GFP-RacQL.
X-Rhodamine-conjugated actin, labeled on its lysine residues, was
prepared as described (Gupton et al., 2005) and was injected into cells
at 1.3–1.5 mg/ml. Plasmids and fluorescent actin were coinjected into
the nucleus. Protein expression was assessed by detection of the GFP
from the EGFP empty vector, the GFP-RacQL, or the GFP-CFL SAElsevier Inc.
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Global Activation of Cofilin Regulates Protrusionconstructs. A total of 3–6 hr after injection, cells were mounted in
chambers for live-cell microscopy or fixed for immunofluorescence
staining. For ROCK inhibition, cells were treated with 10 mM Y-27632
(Calbiochem) in culture medium for 1 hr at 37C, 5% CO2 before fixa-
tion. For myosin II inhibition, cells were mounted in chambers contain-
ing 100 mM blebbistatin (Calbiochem) in culture medium and were
imaged as described below.
Immunofluorescence Microscopy
Control and injected cells were fixed in cytoskeletal buffer (CB; 10 mM
MES, 3 mM MgCl2, 138 mM KCl, 2 mM EGTA [pH 6.9]) containing 4%
paraformaldehyde, permeabilized in CB containing 0.5% Triton X-100,
and blocked with 2% BSA in CB. Cells were then immunolabeled for
the following: phosphorylated-cofilin (pcofilin, a gift from J. Bamburg,
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO), long isoforms of tropomy-
osin (TM311, Sigma-Aldrich), myosin IIA heavy chain (Sigma-Aldrich),
or Arp3 (a gift fromM. Welch, University of California, Berkeley, Berke-
ley, CA) by using the appropriate Alexa Fluor 568-conjugated second-
ary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). F-actin was detected
by using Alexa Fluor 350-conjugated phalloidin (Molecular Probes).
Cells were mounted on slides with mowiol mounting medium (Calbio-
chem) according to manufacturer’s instructions.
Immunofluorescence localization of free barbed filament ends was
performed as described (Symons and Mitchison, 1991).
Epifluorescence images of fixed cells were acquired on an inverted
microscope (Eclipse TE 2000-U, Nikon) equipped with an electroni-
cally controlled shutter, filter wheels, and a 14-bit cooled CCD camera
(either Orca II, Hamamatsu, or Cool SNAP HQ, Photometrics) con-
trolled by MetaMorph software (Universal Imaging Corp.) by using
a 603/1.4 NA Plan Apo DIC or a 1003/1.4 NA Plan Apo Ph3 objective
lens (Nikon) (Wittmann et al., 2003).
Immunofluorescence Analysis
Fluorescence intensity of pcofilin was measured along the free edge in
a 1.5 mmwide region extending from the leading edge into the cell cen-
ter. All measurements were made from controls and injected cells
plated on the same coverslip.
Quantification of the fluorescence of F-actin, free barbed ends,
tropomyosin, MHC, or Arp3 as a function of the distance from the
cell edge was obtained with custom software written in Matlab (Math-
works). Bands of constant distance to the cell edge were constructed,
and individual fluorescence intensities were accumulated and aver-
aged in each band to produce fluorescence intensities versus
distance-to-the-cell-edge graphs.
Assessment of Active Cofilin
Data in Figures 6 and 7 are presented in the order of increasing active
cofilin levels, as indirectly gauged from pcofilin (inactive) immunofluo-
rescence intensity (Figure 1; Figure S1). Since LIMK is the only known
kinase that phosphorylates cofilin, we used cells expressing constitu-
tively active LIMK (LIMK TE) to set the value of fluorescence intensity
for the maximal pcofilin concentration. The level of active (nonphos-
phorylated) cofilin in any other condition was estimated by the de-
crease of pcofilin immunofluorescence relative to LIMK TE-expressing
cells. Accordingly, RacQL had the lowest levels of active cofilin (50% ±
3%, n = 40 cells), while cofilin activity gradually increased in control
cells (57% ± 2%, n = 24 cells) and in cells expressing RacQL+CIN
(63.5%± 2%, n = 55 cells) or RacQL+LIMKDN (64%±2%, n = 22 cells)
(Figure 6B, red line).
Fluorescent Speckle Microscopy
Cells were prepared for live-cell microscopy as described (Gupton
et al., 2005). Actin fluorescent speckle microscopy time-lapse series
were acquired at 5 s intervals for 10 min by using a 1003/1.4 NA
Plan Apo objective lens (Nikon) on a spinning disk confocal micro-
scope system described by Adams et al. (2003) with either a 14-bit
Orca II or a CoolSnapHQ camera.DevelopmImage Analysis and Quantification
F-actin flow rates at the cell leading edge were measured by kymo-
graph analysis as described (Salmon et al., 2002). At least five ran-
domly placed lines normal to the free cell edge were used to construct
five kymographs of each cell, and five flow rate measures were calcu-
lated for each region (Lp/Lm) in each kymograph.
FSM time-lapse image series were analyzed as outlined by Danuser
and Waterman-Storer (2006) by using the fsmCenter software pack-
age written in Matlab (Mathworks) and C. Details on speckle identifica-
tion and tracking and F-actin network turnover analysis can be found in
Ponti et al., (2003 and 2005).
Electron Microscopy
Ptk1 cells were grown for 2 or 3 days on carbon-coated formvar 100
mesh finder grids (EMS) (Luxenburg et al., 2007). Viewing a large num-
ber of cells on a single grid, by using the grid finders, allows for local-
ization of the exact individual cell (injected versus control) in both light
and in electron microscope imaging. Control cells and injected cells
were chemically fixed in CB containing 4% PFA, washed, and stained
with aqueous 2% OsO4 and 2% uranyl acetate. Dehydration in in-
creasing concentrations of reagent-grade ethanol (15%, 20%, 50%,
70%, 95%, and 100%; 3 min per change) was followed by drying
from liquid CO2 by the critical-point method according to Anderson
(1951) and Buckley and Porter (1975). Images were obtained under
low-dose conditions by using a Tecnai 12 microscope (FEI electron
optics) equipped with a Lab6 filament (Denka) at 120kV. Tilt angles
from ±15 to ±20 were used for the stereo-pair images (Figure S4).
Kodak SO-163 plates were developed for 13 min by using D19 devel-
oper (Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, NY).
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include movies of live-cell time-lapse sequences
and additional immunofluorescence and electron microscopy data
and are available at http://www.developmentalcell.com/cgi/content/
full/13/5/646/DC1/.
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